Fun for the Whole Family
We love having families stay with us at Harrison Beach Hotel and luckily for us Harrison Hot
Springs is filled with all kinds of activities that the whole family can enjoy together.
Enjoy a relaxing soak at the Harrison Hot Springs Pools, the mineral-rich water is sure to relax
everyone in your group. The kids can play in the pool, with appropriate supervision of course,
while you (the parents) can relax your worries away in the hot water. Always consult your
doctor before entering the pools as prolonged
exposure to the heat can be dangerous for kids,
pregnant women and seniors.
Burn off your energy at Harrison’s Floating
Waterpark, known by locals as Harrison’s version of
“Wipeout”. This inflatable course on the water is sure
to have the whole family participating in a giant
water fight, perfect for a hot day. They also offer seadoo and bumper boat rentals.
Go at your own pace on a Circle Farm Tour at Agassiz Harrison Mills, this self-guided tour will
take you through a variety of local vendors, markets and heritage sites. A Circle Farm Tour is
perfect for the whole family because you can choose
where you want to stop and spend as much time at
each stop as you feel is necessary.
Learn about Harrison Hot Springs with Harrison Eco
Tours, they have a variety of packages available for all
to enjoy. From kayaking and boating to eagle watching
and sunset cruises, there will be a tour that fits your
schedule and interests.
The Harrison Lake Loop is a great hike to enjoy as a family; it is only 6 kilometres and is rated
moderate. The trail is a loop of Hicks Lake, which is found in Sasquatch Provincial Park. About
halfway down the lake on the south end you will find a separate trail head that leads to a
secluded beach that is perfect for a snack break and dip in the lake.
Participating in all of or just some of these activities will make sure that your family will always
remember the incredible vacation they had at Harrison Beach Hotel.

